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INTRODUCTION
VINCI
(VA
Informatics
and
Computing
Infrastructure) began transforming VA Clinical Data
Warehouse (CDW) to the OMOP CDM in 2015.
Starting in 2017, VINCI collaborated with VIReC
(VA Information Resource Center) to transform VA
Medicare data into the OMOP CDM. Demographic
information in electronic medical records and claims
data were collected from multiple sources at multiple
time points. Longitudinal data commonly have
conflicting states of what should be relatively stable
demographic variables, namely date of birth (DOB),
gender and race. Thus, demographic data often
require a great deal of cleaning, costing researchers’
significant time and effort.
Between these two large datasets we had an
opportunity to compare and validate each
demographic variable and estimate the potential
reduction in missing or conflicting data.
METHODS
The VA cohort included over 23 million Veterans who
accessed the VA healthcare system between January
2000 and December 2016. Before converting the VA
CDW demographic information into the OMOP
person table, a multi-faceted effort was taken to
evaluate conflicting data and determine the unique
demographic values for each person based on the best
practice logic developed by content experts and
source data managers in VIReC and VINCI.1,2,3,4
The Medicare data comprised 12 million Veterans
who have ever been enrolled in Medicare. OMOPMedicare DOB and gender were sourced from the
Medicare vital status file. Due to underreported
minority groups5, OMOP-Medicare race was obtained
from two sources, imputed race (RTI Race) in
beneficiary summary file and the race from the
Medicare vital status file.

RESULTS

The two OMOP CDMs were linked through
scrambled SSN resulting in about 7 million matched
Veterans. We found the concordance for DOB
between the two OMOP CDMs (n=6,523,073,
93.82%). No missing DOB was observed in the
OMOP-Medicare cohort, but 37,537 Veterans were
missing DOB in the OMOP-VA cohort (0.54%).
Gender matched 98.87% across the two datasets
(Table 1). Three patients in OMOP-Medicare had
missing gender and a non-missing gender value in
OMOP-VA. Over 5,000 patients with unknown
gender in OMOP-VA had non-unknown value in
OMOP-Medicare.
Unknown race was the most common result in the
OMOP-VA dataset (33.2%). Unknown race may arise
if the individual refuses to identify their race, if race
is missing or if conflicting race values could not be
resolved. This high rate of unknown race caused the

lack of consistency (36.7%) observed for race
between the two datasets (Table 2). About 2.3 million
patients with missing or unknown race in OMOP-VA
were not missing race in OMOP-Medicare.
Specifically, almost 1.9 million patients missing race
in OMOP-VA were identified as white in OMOPMedicare data, half of those identified as white in the
VA dataset. On the other side, 227,934 patients with
unknown race in OMOP-Medicare could be found in
OMOP-VA, assuming the unknown race in opposite
database are accurate.
These two sources put together could be used to
assign a race to all but 120,314 members of the
cohort, assuming resolution of 130,591 conflicting
race values between the two datasets. In this practice,
the unknown race in OMOP-VA were re-identified by
VA CDW data, which is also an approach of quality
assurance for the OMOP-VA race logic during the
source data extraction, cleaning, and transformation.

CONCLUSION
This study found high consistency for gender and
DOB between two OMOP CDMs. Low consistency
for race occurred due to the high portion of unknown
race in VA data. Race data from Medicare could
reduce the missing VA race data by 33.2%. We
showed a potential improvement in demographic data
accuracy above existing cleaning algorithms by
comparing and combining the OMOP-VA and
OMOP-Medicare datasets.
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